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Short Synopsis/logline:

In this poignant and deeply intimate documentary three kids temporarily removed
from their parents find friendship and flickers of hope inside the worn walls of a
remarkable orphanage in Eastern Ukraine, as a group of dedicated social workers
create moments of joy and respite from childhoods all but lost.

Long Synopsis:

In this war-worn and impoverished corner of Eastern Ukraine where addiction casts a
long shadow, there sits a safe haven for children temporarily removed from their
parents. A House Made of Splinters follows three kids awaiting their fate— will they go
back or move on to a new home?— while a group of dedicated social workers create
small moments of joy and respite from childhoods all but lost.

Filmmaker Simon Lereng Wilmont returns with a follow-up to his acclaimed first
feature, The Distant Barking of Dogs, offering a unique look into how the long-term
consequences of war on a society already under strain impacts the most vulnerable. His
is a poignant and deeply intimate portrait of a remarkable way station filled with care,
support, and trust for a group of kids who are in desperate need of more.



An Interview with director Simon Lereng Wilmont

What led you to this story?

My previous film, The Distant Barking of Dogs, followed a young boy and his
grandmother, Alexandra, living in the same region— right on the front line. The young
boy’s mother had died, and his father was unable to look after him, but he was blessed
to have love and security from his grandmother. During the filming, Alexandra
developed heart problems and I realized how fragile that precious life they had built
together was. I started to worry about him, and wanted to look into what might happen
if she wasn’t around to look after him anymore.

I discovered that there were many children whose parents had died in the war, or who
had been removed from their parents because of neglect due to addiction and trauma.
There are these temporary shelters across the region where the children go for up to
nine months until the state figures out what to do with them— some go home, some
are adopted, and some go to a permanent state-run orphanage. This whole tragic
situation gives you a sense of the devastating impact of the long-term consequences of
war. It was something I knew I needed to explore more.

How did you decide to film in this shelter specifically?

I was working with the same Assistant Director Azad Safarov as with Distant Barking,
and during our research phase we went to a number of different shelters— many were
cold, lonely, and neglected places. It was heartbreaking to see. When we found the
shelter where this film takes place, it was completely different. There were drawings on
the walls, teddy bears, and toys, and most importantly I could feel the human warmth
from the staff. They were incredible.

How were you able to gain the trust of the social workers?

We spent a long time with the staff talking about what we wanted to do, and my
previous film really helped them understand our intention. There was full transparency:
I told them exactly how and when and why we filmed the scenes we did, and we would
never film anything without them agreeing. Ultimately, they also needed somebody to
listen to their stories, their hopes and fears. I valued spending time with the staff and
being there, and I think it was mutual. I guess that's the simplest answer.

Of course, we also made sure we had all of the correct permits and permissions from
the authorities, parents, and guardians to be there.

You follow three children. I was wondering about the process of identifying them?

To start with, I am really just using my gut feeling and spending as much time with the



children as possible— hanging out with them and getting to know them. I also look to
see if they have a screen presence and, most importantly, if they enjoy being filmed.
This is even before thinking about the story.

When I first meet potential subjects, I always  do a test and film them looking into the
camera in order to see how they react— it reveals a lot of personality when someone
stares right into a camera, because after a while they let down their guard and reveal
their personality in a more honest way. I believe that all the children I have followed
have this amazing complex personality and a lot of screen presence, and so then I just
knew I wanted to follow them for the entire 9 months they were at the shelter. And
somehow it turned out that each of them had different destinies— all leaving the
shelter either to go home, to a foster family, or to a state-run orphanage.

There are three main subjects, but many other children appear in the film. How
important are the friendships that you observed?

Love is a basic human need, and when children are deprived of family love, they turn to
friendships in order to survive. In these shelters, children form attachments and
friendships as deep and important as family bonds. [MW10] [LH11] The children learn
from each other, and the younger kids look to the older kids for guidance.  They are
incredibly adaptable, but this need for attachment is also a universal human drive, and
many people have “chosen family” — close friends who fulfill needs that their biological
families do not.

What did you do to prepare to film children?

We talked to NGOs, the social workers, the staff, and their psychologists to prepare. This
is also my fourth film told from the perspective of children, and I have kids around the
same age, so after the many talks with the professional and the close collaboration with
the staff I felt prepared.

Then I just followed the kids in their posse, hanging out with them, getting to know
them and always being honest. I went along on their terms and had a huge respect for
their world, treating them with respect and listening to them. And when I kept coming
back, they began to trust me.

The film rarely leaves the shelter. How did you make that decision?

The decision to stay mostly at the shelter came rather late in the editorial process. I had
filmed a whole layer showing the reality of life outside the shelter and had followed one
of the social workers visiting the homes of other kids. But it somehow didn’t feel right, it
felt truer to the kids to just experience their life from their perspective. But it was also
important for us to show the society and to give an understanding of the situation for
some of the families living in the region. We therefore asked Margo, one of the region’s



long-serving social workers, to be the narrator and, in her words, tell us the situation of
the society and the long-term consequences of the war in this region.

There are small pleasures everywhere inside the shelter—crushes, small gifts and
sparklers on Christmas. What is the significance of pleasure in your depiction?

I wanted to show that, despite living in the shadow of war, they were also just like any
other pre-teens experiencing crushes, learning dances, being excited for Christmas.
Those small moments of pleasure and glimmers of joy blooming in an otherwise bleak
part of their lives help you to believe that there’s always a hope for a better future. But
at the same time, you recognize how heartbreakingly fragile they are—sparklers can be
extinguished, crushes rejected— so the most important thing was always those close
friendships.

For me, the film is really about hope, and that hope is what makes this shelter so
special— that the social workers do all they can to maintain this sense of hope and
optimism for the kids.

Can you explain your decision to leave depictions of conflict and war in eastern
Ukraine out of the film?

I wanted to draw attention to the less visible, but no less tragic, long-term
consequences that war has on the many families living near the frontline. The years of
strain have worn the country down, the fabric of society is frayed, and larger endemic
social problems— like poverty, alcoholism, addiction, unemployment— are out of
control. We don’t see the fighting, but I hope that by following the kids and
experiencing things with them, we can show the costs.

I also wanted to avoid the specifics of the political situation because what is happening
to society in Eastern Ukraine is not unique— there are many places in the world
suffering the same consequences of armed conflict.

Can you talk a little bit about your decisions for how it was shot?

I do most of my own filming—I love cinematography and I value working in the
intimate space that I can create when it’s just me with a simple camera setup rather
than a whole crew. In my experience it makes it so much easier to establish that
all-important trust, and at some point the camera blends into our shared everyday.
That’s when the magic usually starts happening, and it is when I am able to capture the
most emotionally raw and honest scenes.

I also need to be physically close to bear witness to the moments of close human
connection, to capture them beautifully as possible and to underline just how precious
the hope that this connection brings is in contrast to their stark realities.



Some of the scenes are so incredibly intimate. How were you able to be a
bystander during those moments?

The most difficult thing with documentaries is that when you become close to your
subjects, it can be really tough to film situations that are hard for them. Some of the
scenes in this film are the hardest scenes I have ever filmed. Some of the things I
witnessed happened so suddenly and they were so heartbreaking that I just wanted to
lay down the camera and try to be a friend. But I realized that I was completely
powerless in that moment, and that the best thing I could do for them was to carry
their stories out into the world. So, I decided to do my absolute best to capture those
moments with as much dignity, grace, and beauty as possible. In this way at least, the
scene could then stand as some kind of testament to their feelings—a recognition of
their humanity.

Can you talk about the editing process and how long did the film take to
complete?

I went to the shelter around 10 times and each trip was about 7 days— and this was
over a year and a half. Once the edit is taken into account, the film took around three
years to complete.

I worked with the editor Michael Aaglund, who also edited my previous films. It was a
really difficult film to edit as we were working with around 250 hours of raw footage and
multiple subjects. I felt an enormous sense of responsibility towards each of them and
needed to balance each of their stories.

We wanted to show the cycles of the shelter—the kids were only allowed to stay there
for a nine-month period, so there is some repetition, with kids arriving and leaving. But
there’s also a larger cycle— this is a chronic situation, as the kids in these shelters grow
up to see their own kids going into the same shelters. The staff at this particular shelter
are working so hard trying to break this pattern and to give the kids the belief in
themselves to want more and to believe they can do better with their future.

Filming kids between homes must be incredibly difficult. How did the film take an
emotional toll on you?

Making this film has been the hardest thing I have ever done, and I see it as a huge
responsibility to do justice to the children and the social workers. I had a lot of internal
back-and-forth about the ethics of making a film like this, and whether I should even
be allowed to be in that space. I realized that there's actually two options here: Either I
wouldn’t make the film, and potentially nobody would hear about the kids, the staff, the
shelter, or I would commit to them, amplify their voices, and help carry their stories into
the world.



Leaving the shelter was hard every time— it felt like I was walking away from them. I
have two kids around the same age and coming home from the trips I would just hug
them continuously. I was acutely aware of how fortunate they are, and that I am.
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